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Resource Centre OverviewResource Centre Overview
Home PageHome Page

Our new help site is designed to provide a useful resource of information to help you get the
best out of CommuniGator. From the help home page, you are able to choose from a number
of tabs, such as the Gator Product Suite, Gator Mail, Support Setup & FAQs etc.

Sub-TabsSub-Tabs

The largest areas of the help site, Gatormail & CRM Integrations have many sub-tabs containing
commonly searched-for information.

Selecting any of these tabs will direct you to an area containing a breakdown of the information
that can be found there, as shown below.
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Side MenuSide Menu

From here you can further narrow down your search selection.

Down the left hand side you are also presented with links redirecting you to other related
topics.

Search BarSearch Bar

Alternatively, if you have a specific search query in mind you can use the search bar which can
be found at the top of every help page article.

SupportSupport
If you have any further questions which you can not find an answer to within our help site
please contact support@communigator.co.uk
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Quick Start GuideQuick Start Guide
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Campaign Check ListCampaign Check List

This is a quick reference guide to setting up and sending out your campaign at a basic level
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Campaign PlannerCampaign Planner
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Survey TemplateSurvey Template

This is an example of the border properties that can be created and adjusted when creating
a survey template.
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How to measure the performance of emailHow to measure the performance of email
traffic to your websitetraffic to your website

Using Google Analytics, you can study the differences in the performance of e-mail
compared to other mediums. This document shows how to configure your Google Analytics
to display this data.

Audience Overview - Google AnalyticsAudience Overview - Google Analytics

The above example shows a comparison of bounce rates to a website divided into two
segments; Email Traffic and All Visits.
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Audience Menu - OverviewAudience Menu - Overview

To create the same Overview in your own Google Analytics, first navigate to the Overview tab
under Audience

Advanced SegmentsAdvanced Segments

Then, select Advanced Segments under the Audience Overview menu

New Custom SegmentNew Custom Segment
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In the dropdown menu, select + New Custom Segment in the bottom right hand corner

New Segment NameNew Segment Name

Then, give your segment a name such as "Email Visits"

Segment MediumSegment Medium

Next, select the green box with the option Ad Content and use the search function to find and
select Medium
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Medium - EmailMedium - Email

Type Email into the input field next to Containing (select Email if prompted)

Save SegmentSave Segment

You can the use the Save Segment function at the bottom of the window.
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Segmented OverviewSegmented Overview

Once you have saved the segment, you will automatically be able to see e-mail traffic data in
comparison to All visits. Change the metric to Bounce Rate to get a sense of how e-mail
compares to other sources in terms of sticky traffic. A lower bounce rate is better.

Segmented Bounce RateSegmented Bounce Rate

Below the Overview, you will find specific percentages for Bounce Rate.
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GOLDEN GATOR AWARDSGOLDEN GATOR AWARDS

To enter the Golden Gator Award, we need to know your e-mail visit bounce rate for the past 6
month. Simply change the date options top right and Google will recalculate the percentages
based on this range.
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The Preference CentreThe Preference Centre
An overview of what a preference centre is used for?An overview of what a preference centre is used for?

How do unsubscribes work in CommuniGator as standard?How do unsubscribes work in CommuniGator as standard?

As part of any standard CommuniGator setup, every customer will have a standard global
unsubscribe which completely unsubscribes contacts from all of your email communications. If
you are a standalone (no CRM integration) customer, the value used in the unsubscribe rule will
be written back to the contact record in CommuniGator. If you are using CRM integration, the
unsubscribe value will be written to the contact record in CommuniGator and then passed back
to either the lead or contact record in CRM. This method of unsubscribe is referred to as global
unsubscribe; once the recipient unsubscribes, they have chosen to opt out of all future email
communications. This action is automated and takes place with immediate effect. The contact
wishing to unsubscribe is taken through two landing zone pages, ‘are you sure’ and
‘confirmation.’ Both of these pages can be styled and branded to your own needs.

Why use a preference centre? Who does it benefit and why?Why use a preference centre? Who does it benefit and why?

So why opt for the preference centre approach? Simple: Retention, retention, retention. By
using a preference centre, you give your audience the chance to select the types of
communication they would like to receive from you, enabling them to tailor their desired email
communications.

The options can range from opting in and out of event-based communications, standard
newsletters, hints & tips, product updates, alerts and many more.

Once the preference centre has been set up the process is completely automated; it can be
used in a standalone environment or integrated to CRM. Both methods will update your contact
records in CommuniGator, and - if you are CRM integrated - your leads and contacts too.

When it comes to deciding what options to give your audience, you will need to look at your
marketing sends as a whole and see how the numbers stack up. The preference centre is
designed to give your contacts more choice, not overwhelm the recipient with too many
options. If you send many different types of email communications, we would look to see if
these could be put in to categories to reduce the number of preferences on the page, making it
easier for your contacts to pick and choose.

Once the preference centre is created, you can set it as a system default, making it standard for
all campaigns you send. Multiple preference centres are possible, but rarely required.
CommuniGator uses the group builder to make up groups of contacts that have opted in for
the preferences specified by the preference centre, allowing us to ensure that the recipients will
only receive what they have opted into! We also use the standard global unsubscribe as a safety
net in case the recipient decides to opt out of all communications on the main preference page.
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If this option is selected, the recipient is directed to the ‘confirmation’ landing zone page and is
informed that they have been removed from all future mailings, unless they decided to opt
back in.

This is all achieved by using a mixture of the unsubscribe rule, landing zones, web capture and
groups. The preference centre itself is controlled by the unsubscribe rule that is made up of two
landing zone pages, ‘are you sure’ (the preference page) and ‘confirmation’, both of which can
be styled and branded in the same way as the standard unsubscribe.

Please see the example below of our very own!Please see the example below of our very own!
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